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Social Media
Digital sources are the dominant source of
global media consumption.

As of July 2023, there were 5.19 billion
internet users worldwide. Of these, 4.88
billion were social media users.

The current global social network
penetration rate is 62.3 %.

In 2024, the average daily social media
usage of internet users worldwide amounted
to 143 minutes per day.
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but nothing stays
the same.

(elephant, what elephant?)



Ever-changing
Social Media landscape

07

While still high, average
daily social media use is
down for the first time
from 151 minutes
(2023).

Platforms have been
deprioritising news since
2016-2018, leading to
less news consumption
generally. 

Rise of user-to-user
news sharing, outside
the publicly visible social
sphere (i.e. Telegram &
Whatsapp).

Short-form video
content with
entertainment focus
continues to dominate
algorithms.

LINKS

Pew Research Centre
Reuters/Oxford

Steady decline in trust in
the news globally (even
when you can reach
them through social
media).

https://www.pewresearch.org/journalism/fact-sheet/news-platform-fact-sheet/
https://reutersinstitute.politics.ox.ac.uk/digital-news-report/2023


How are the LHC
collaborations
navigating these
waters?



Shared Approaches

Shared focus on
highlighting the results
of their collaborations as
well as the people
behind them.

Social media strategies
independent but aligned
with CERN messaging
and campaigns.

Diversify or die: all
experiments use multiple
social platforms and
tailor content to each.

All four large LHC
collaborations have
active and diverse social
media presences (not to
forget FASER &
MOEDAL-MAPP)!



We find them on their turf

note: some accounts dormant

Bluesky ATLAS
Bluesky CMS
Instagram ALICE
Instagram ATLAS
Instagram CMS
Instagram LHCb
Facebook ALICE
Facebook ATLAS
Facebook CMS
Facebook LHCb

34 LHC experiment social
accounts (& counting)

Linkedin ALICE
Linkedin ATLAS
Linkedin CMS
Mastodon ATLAS
Mastodon CMS
Mastodon CMSpapers
Threads ATLAS
Tiktok ATLAS
Tiktok CMS
X ALICE

Youtube ATLAS
Youtube CMS
Youtube CMS Visits
Youtube LHCb

X ALICEpapers
X ATLAS
X ATLASpapers
X CMS
X CMSpapers
X FASER
X LHCb
X LHCbphysics
X MoEDAL
Youtube ALICE

https://bsky.app/profile/atlasexperiment.bsky.social
https://bsky.app/profile/cmsexperiment.bsky.social
https://www.instagram.com/alice_experiment/
https://www.instagram.com/atlasexperiment/
https://www.instagram.com/cmsexperiment/
https://www.instagram.com/lhcbexperiment/
https://www.facebook.com/ALICE.experiment/
https://www.facebook.com/ATLASExperiment/
https://www.facebook.com/CMSExperiment/
https://www.facebook.com/LHCbExperiment/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/alice-collaboration/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/atlas-collaboration/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/cmscollaboration/
https://mastodon.social/@ATLASexperiment@sciencemastodon.com
https://mastodon.social/@CMSexperiment@sciencemastodon.com
https://mastodon.social/@cmspapers@botsin.space
https://www.threads.net/@atlasexperiment
https://www.tiktok.com/@atlasexperiment
https://www.tiktok.com/@cms_experiment
https://x.com/aliceexperiment
https://www.youtube.com/@atlasexperiment
https://www.youtube.com/@cmsexperiment/
https://www.youtube.com/@virtualvisitcms3825/videos
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC5pvSVqmWSyVa_gHD8fvJsg/videos
https://x.com/alicepapers
https://twitter.com/ATLASexperiment
https://twitter.com/ATLASpapers
https://twitter.com/ATLASpapers
https://x.com/CMSExperiment
https://x.com/cmspapers
https://x.com/FASERexperiment
https://x.com/LHCbExperiment
https://x.com/LHCbPhysics
https://x.com/moedalmapp
https://www.youtube.com/user/ALICEexperiment


communicating important events,
publications, and other news
creating stories, videos, live events
(often collaborating with CERN Social
Media)
focus on photo-driven content
highlighting the innovation in detector,
electronics, and computing
technologies and their possible
applications

ALICE

MORE
HIGHLIGHTS

TEAM

ALICE members (2): one senior and one postdoc

https://www.facebook.com/ALICE.experiment/posts/pfbid0tPAC3g3ocWiAMBx7wxp7RDccBxNWA4rQ9sudX6zxnnUbKGJ5TvidHLrX3F4j6cjDl
https://x.com/ALICEexperiment/status/1790013798239146357
https://www.instagram.com/reel/C6IyGELIgjI/


communicating highlights of physics,
detector & collaboration news
creating platform-specific campaigns
around anniversaries or themes (i.e.
May in Display/W boson@40)
particular focus on video content
with aim to have even more ATLAS
member-centred content going
forward
plan to expand reach to more
nationalities with non-English-
speaking video content

ATLAS

TEAM
communications officer + (until Feb) student
ATLAS members (2) supporting Instagram & Tiktok 

https://www.instagram.com/reel/C4QV_zxPUEW/
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/atlas-collaboration_looking-for-the-extended-family-of-the-higgs-activity-7191816485063835648-FRuU?utm_source=share&utm_medium=member_desktop
https://www.instagram.com/reel/Cw8GiNkMMQO/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y8PcE5z-fUU
https://www.instagram.com/p/C191HdBtRcH/?img_index=1


highlight physics results, the many
beautiful parts of the detector, and
giving airtime to the diversity of the
collaboration & the different labs
looking to create more collaboration
posts with other CMS-associated
accounts and influencers who create
content about CMS
just launched TikTok account with
dedicated content and intense
posting schedule in the first month

CMS

TEAM
core CMS communications team (2 comms officers
+ student intern (until Sept))

https://twitter.com/CMSExperiment/status/1790393127863513596
https://www.instagram.com/reel/C7ByDN1tReK/
https://www.instagram.com/p/C5Y4yFHNUVj/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link&igsh=MzRlODBiNWFlZA==
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jDcqv9aCvzc&list=PL6opca1Kxk9NaUF5egjr4y8BvnDvRRzUj&index=9


giving updates on important events,
detector upgrade journeys as well as
highlights the most important
physics results
primarily focused on Twitter and
Instagram
mix of video and photo-driven
content
recent effort into making posts on
Instagram uniform, using mainly the
official LHCb colours and font, in a
way trying to “brand” the experiment

LHCb

LHCb members: 2 Postdocs and 3 PhD students

TEAM

https://www.instagram.com/lhcbexperiment/
https://www.instagram.com/reel/CxVEUjyNvaP/
https://www.facebook.com/share/p/J35zUYZjAL52mVra/
https://www.instagram.com/p/C4GaqdMI_sJ/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link&igsh=MzRlODBiNWFlZA==


Shared Challenges
Few resources to dedicate solely to social media.

Extreme challenges with misinformation/conspiracy
theories around CERN and LHC. 

New content styles (videos) preferred by algorithms are
very time consuming.

Challenge balancing scientific accuracy with engaging
content.

Challenge balancing the need for human-driven content
with appropriately representing the collaborative nature
of LHC experiments.



What can we do
differently?
How do we pick the best platforms to expand to? How do we
pick which platforms to skip?

How can we improve collaboration with and promotion of
institutes/labs other than CERN?

How can LHC experiments work together to boost all our
viewerships? 

Aside from engagement style metrics, is our aim to simply
more followers? Or is it to cater to the current followers in a  
deeper way?



BACKUP



Audiences/Platforms
 Across experiments:

General Public
Institutions
Students
Professionals/Physicists

Age, gender and profession are all platform dependent. All platforms skew
towards heavily male audiences, with Instagram skewing most female. 

CMS found dedicated campaigns helped increase female reach.
Platform notes:

ATLAS & CMS both have active and dedicated audiences on Linkedin despite
relatively low follower counts.
ATLAS found strong engagement on Threads, again despite relatively low
followers.
ALICE found excellent success in shared posts with CERN Courier & CERN
accounts. 



Followers
FB IG X OTHER

ALICE 22k 22k 36k Linkedin: 350

ATLAS 44k 64k 98k
Linkedin: 7.5k

Tiktok: 48k
Threads: 9.7k

CMS 30k 29k 58k Linkedin: 6k

LHCB 20k 17k 31k X physics: 7.3k


